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ABSTRACT

Reverse Time Migration (RTM) is a wave equation depth migration method. It offers insights
into geology that were previously impossible to interpret or understand using seismic data. With
its unmatched benefits for seismic imaging, RTM is also found to be highly expensive in terms
of computations and data bandwidth. It imposes requirements of fast processing core(s) along
with large sizes of memory and caches. In this work we have developed a high performance 100-
200MHz multirate FPGA core for RTM that manages both data and computations efficiently. The
core is using a generic streaming interface to input and output large volumes of data. The core’s
performance is tested using a Virtex-4 LX200 device. The results show that our RTM core can
achieve 13.5GFLOPS and its usage as a loosly coupled accelerator in a heterogeneous environ-
ment of Altix-4700 achieves a minimum speedup of 3.5× as compared to the native software only
execution on 1.6GHz Itanium-2 core.
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1 Reverse Time Migration

Reverse-Time Migration (RTM) [EB83] is used for accurate geological imaging in and below
areas with both great structural and velocity complexities. Conventional migration meth-
ods, generally, use standard wave equation techniques with mathematical approximations
assuming that wavefields propagate in only one direction. RTM is a two-way migration
solution that more accurately implements the wave equation and provides an alternative
approach to migration with fewer compromises. RTM works by running the wave equation
forward in time for the source and backwards in time for the receiver.

In RTM, both forward and backward propagation parts of the method uses the same



partial differential (PDE) solver for computing the wave field. The evaluation of 3D RTM
done in [OPR+08] shows that the wave field computation (WFC) part of the method takes
90% and 70% of the total RTM execution time in forward and reverse directions respectively.
This shows the importance in accelerating this part of the RTM code.

Each outcome of WFC kernel is the result of two types of computations performed on dif-
ferent data sets. One is the “Stencil Computation“ and other is the ”Time Integration”. WFC
handles four volumes of data at a time. One input volume for the stencil, two input volumes
for time integration and one resultant output volume. Actual input/output volumes for the
RTM could be huge data sets. That is why, in-practice, actual volumes are decomposed into
sub-volumes according to computation machine limitations.

In this work, RTM is using a 3D odd symmetric stencil with dimensions 8× 9× 8, taken
from [OPR+08]. Other types of stencils (non-symmetric or symmetric with even symmetry)
could be adapted using few modifications in this design. This stencil operates on a base
volume with size of {z, x, y} = {192×67×∞}. The base volume is selected on the basis of the
size of Block RAM available in Virtex-4 Lx200 device [Xil07]. It is apparent from Figure 1(a)
that the 3D stencil computation needs 25 operands (8 operands from each axis and one from
center) before it can fully compute one point of the output volume. Since our 3D-stencil
computations are using single precision floating point data, it needs a data of 100 bytes
(25 × 32bit/8) for each computed point. Besides this large data requirement, it also needs
13 multiplications and 24 addition operations for computing one output point in the odd
symmetric stencil configuration.

The time integration part of WFC takes two input volumes and for each point compu-
tation only two operands, one from each volume, are needed. The integration part uses 3
multiplication operations, two additions and one subtraction.
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Figure 1: 3D-Stencil and RTM Core



2 3D RTM Core Implementation in FPGA

As it is evident from section 1 that stencil computation is the major contributor for increased
complexity of RTM therefore it is a potential target to optimize for performance. The stencil
property is to compute by sweeping on consecutive neighboring points in all directions. This
gives us a clue that with some certain arrangement an extensive data reuse is possible. In our
case, an exclusively accessible arrangement of data for 9 consecutive planes corresponding
to Y-axis (Planes) makes it feasible to get all operands needed from Y-axis and as well for
other two axis. Thus, an architecture with specialized data layout can be designed which
makes available all required operands from X-axis and Z-axis by utilizing previously fetched
data from Y-axis to compute a single point. After a prefetch latency, such architecture can
sustain the availability of all input operands to compute a point just by fetching only one
new operand from Y-axis rather than fetching 25 operands from three axis. This means that
such architecture for specialized data layout would give a 25× increase (only one operand
in comparison to 25 operands) in data bandwidth at the input of arithmetic compute units.
The time integration part is already simplified one and contributes only two operands for
one output. This means that full WFC, in its steady state, would need only three operands
for each computed output point.

A broad view of the Core design is shown in figure 1(b). The design has four main parts,
Data Interface (with host), Data Engine, Compute Engine and Control Engine. At host inter-
face, three input volumes and one output volume are streamed into four independent FIFOs
of the core. In order to synchronize the operation of the core with stalls in the input/output
stream, each FIFO maintains an upper bound and lower bound to activate and stall all the
data management sequences of the core. The Compute Engine, however, always continues
if any data is available in its pipelines.

The volume for the stencil computation is directly handled by Data Engine to exploit
reusability of Data. Data Engine manages data in Block RAMs such that it would be pos-
sible to independently access it from all of the three axis at the same time and same rate.
Data from other two volumes for time integration is directly transferred to compute units
through multirate interface. Operands for time integration from corresponding FIFOs are
fetched into compute units as soon as data arrives from Data Engine. The latencies occur-
ring during data streamed from host and its arrangement within block RAMs, are kept in a
tight synchronization by Control Engine with the multirate interface that feeds data to the
computational units in RTM Core’s Compute Engine.

The RTM Core’s back-end design consists of two compute units. This part of design is re-
sponsible to produce computed results. Each Compute Unit is a fully pipelined architecture.
This architecture is scalable according to the data bandwidth provided by the Front-End.
Our design implements a Data Engine capable of feeding operands to two compute units
working at twice the rate of Data Engine. Therefore the tested Compute Engine generates
four results per cycle.

3 Core Performance

The 3D-RTM core is a multirate implementation on Xilinx’s Virtex-4 XC4VLX200-10 device.
Its front-end works at 100MHz and back-end works at 200MHz. With this configuration,
it is capable of computing four points (172 Floating Point Operations) every 1.27 cycles



(13.5GFLOPS @100MHz) which includes all on-core data latencies. We verified our 3D-RTM
Core by its real execution as a loosly coupled accelerator [SGI08] attached to an Altix-4700
system. We performed different tests on the heterogeneous platform by varying the third∞
dimension of the base volume (Section-1). The results in figure 3 are in comparison with the
native software only execution of the RTM on a single Itanium-2 (Montecito) core in the same
Altix environment. It shows that the heterogeneous realization Het.(Real BW)1 achieves bet-
ter than 3.5× speedups but is not able to achieve the Het.(Ideal BW)2 or Het.(NL4 BW)3 due
to the practically achievable lower data bandwidth of Numalink-4 in the Altix System.
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Figure 2: 3D-RTM Core Performance
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1Het.(Real BW): RTM Core’s execution time with practically achievable Numalink-4 Bandwidth
2Het.(Ideal BW): RTM Core’s execution time with ideally required input bandwidth (3.78GB/s).
3Het.(NL4 BW): RTM Core’s execution time with peak theoratical input bandwidth of Numalink-4 (3.2GB/s).
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